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1.

Introduction & Purpose

1.1.

This procedure is based on the Department of Health’s guidance ‘Listening Responding,
Improving – A guide to better customer care’, published in Feb 2009, and is to be used
in conjunction with this guidance, which supports the statutory requirements for the
handling and consideration of complaints as set out within the Local Authority Social
Services and National Health Service Complaints (England) Regulations 2009, which came
into force on 1st April 2009.

1.2.

This procedure is a local interpretation of how to apply this national guidance and changes
to the complaints process in West Berkshire Council. It provides guidance on how to
respond to any concerns, or complaints.

1.3.

Copies of this procedure and all related documents and guidance around Complaints are
available on the West Berkshire Council Website.
https://info.westberks.gov.uk/complaintsaboutcare

2.

Applicability

2.1.

This procedure is for all staff within Adult Social Care Services; the objective of this
procedure is to:


Ensure that all staff respond proactively to any concerns or complaints raised; by
ensuring all staff are clear about their responsibilities and actions they should take on
the notification of any concern or complaint.



Fulfil West Berkshire Council's responsibilities for responding to complaints, ensuring
that complaints are dealt with efficiently and properly investigated.



Ensure that complainants are treated with respect and courtesy, and receive a timely
and appropriate response.

3.

Roles and Responsibilities

3.1.

The Service Director and Adult Social Care Management team (ASCM) have overall
responsibility for ensuring that their teams are following the agreed procedures, ensuring all
complaints and concerns are logged with the Complaints Manager to ensure regulations
are met and allow learning.

3.2.

The Complaints Manager is responsible for:
 Directing and reviewing these guidance notes
 Ensuring that there is effective consultation and communication on these
procedures
 Ensuring compliance with published procedures for handling and consideration of
any complaint in accordance with statutory regulations.
 Monitor and record all complaints to ensure organisational learning.

3.3.

Team managers of all teams are responsible for the day-to-day management and
implementation of this guidance.
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3.4.

All adult social care staff are responsible for familiarising themselves with, and ensuring
that they comply with this guidance.

4.

Listening, Responding, Improving – Achieving better customer care

4.1.

The statutory complaints process is now structured around three main principles:
 Listening
 Responding
 Improving
These principles focus on taking a more active approach to asking for people views, to allow
us to deal with complaints more effectively and use the information received to learn and
improve services for all its service users.
Ensuring a more person-centred and individualistic approach to complaints handling ensures
that specific needs of ALL users are supported, assisting all to have a voice. The benefits of
a more inclusive complaints process include better feedback contributing to organisational
learning, commissioning and service provision.
These three principles will be embedded within our Complaints process, as we endeavor
through dealing with complaints, to improve services for people who use them as well as for
the staff working in them.

4.2.

The Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) (Amendment) Regulations
2015 , confirm that from the 1st April 2015 all registered providers, must meet the new
Regulation 20: Duty of Candour.

The intention of this regulation is to ensure that providers are open and transparent
with people who use services. It sets out some specific requirements that providers
must follow when things go wrong with care and treatment, including informing
people about the incident, providing reasonable support, providing truthful
information and an apology when things go wrong. The Care Quality Commission
(CQC) have a requirement to monitor compliance with this regulation 1
WBC complaints process is aligned to the principles of this regulation, and supports
the principles of ‘openess’; ‘transparency’ and ‘Candour’.
5.

What is a complaint?

5.1.

A complaint may be generally defined as an expression of dissatisfaction or disquiet
about the actions, decisions or apparent failings of a local authority’s adult social
care provision which requires a response.

5.2.

If it is possible to resolve the matter immediately; (within one working day) there
may be no need to engage the complaints process, however the information and
ALL concerns should be recorded and passed to the Complaints Manager to
support service wide learning.

5.3.

Sometimes people may report that they have ‘concerns’ about social care provision,
but often don’t want to make a fuss or formal complaint.

1

CQC Guidance - Regulation 20 Duty of Candour
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5.4.

If a ‘concern’ is received then the Complaints Manager will contact the complainant
to understand the concerns further and agree if any further action is needed.

5.5.

All complaints and concerns will be logged on the complaints database held by the
Complaints Manager

6.

What may be complained about

6.1.

A complaint may arise as a result of many things relating to statutory social care
functions such as:










An unwelcome or disputed decision
Concern about the quality or appropriateness of a service
Delay in decision making or provision of services
Delivery or non-delivery of services including the complaints procedure
Quantity, frequency, change or cost of a service
Attitude or behaviour of staff
Application of eligibility and assessment criteria
The impact on an individual of the application of a local authority
Assessment, care management and review.

This is not an exhaustive list and the Complaints Manager should seek legal advice as
necessary.

6.2.

Where social work intervention or a social work report has gone to court, the
complainant can make a complaint about the report (for example its quality or
accuracy) distinct and separate from the subsequent actions of the court.

6.3.

Services users and their carers also have the right to complain to their local
Councillor or MP; when these complaints are passed to the Complaints Manager
they are then dealt with in the same way as any other complaint.

6.4.

The complainant may complain to the Local Government and Social Care
Ombudsman (LGSCO) though it is unusual for the LGSCO to consider a complaint
before it has been addressed by the local authority.

7.

Who may complain?

7.1.

Section 5 of the Regulations 2009 requires local authorities to consider complaints
made to it by someone who:



7.2.

is receiving or has received services from the authority
Is affected, or likely to be affected, by the action, omission or the decision of the
authority.

A complaint may be made by a person acting on behalf of a person in 7.1 who:
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is a child
is unable to make the complaint themselves due to physical incapacity or lack of
capacity within the Mental Capacity Act 2005
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7.3.

A complaint by a representative will not be considered if the authority is satisfied
that the representative is not acting in the best interests of the person on whose
behalf the complaint is being made. The authority will inform the representative of
the reason for this decision in writing.

7.4.

If it is considered that a complaint is outside these regulations, the complainant
must be notified in writing of the reason their complaint is not being dealt with in
accordance with these regulations.

8.

Time limits for making a complaint

8.1.

A complaint should be made no later than 12 months from the date on which the
matter which is the subject of the complaint occurs or the date upon which the
subject of the complaint came to the notice of the complainant unless:
a)
b)

The complainant had good reason for not making the complaint within the time limit
and
Notwithstanding the delay, it is still possible to investigate the complaint effectively.

9.

Receiving a Complaint - Action Plans and timescales

9.1.

The following flow chart summarises West Berkshires’ complaint process and
highlights the key principles of Listening, Responding and Improving. These three
principles should be considered throughout the process.
REFER TO FLOW CHART – WBC Complaints process

9.2.

A complaint may be made in many ways; orally, in writing or electronically. WBC
Adult Social Care Feedback leaflet has clear contact details and the WBC website
has a direct email address. Any member of staff receiving a complaint should notify
the complaints manager of this as soon as possible.

9.3.

West Berkshire council recognises that by LISTENING to people about their
experiences of health and social care services, managers can resolve mistakes
faster, learn new ways to improve and prevent the same problems from happening
in the future

9.4.

Initial contact with someone who has concerns or wishes to complain about our
service is key. It is important that we:




make sure that we really understand the issues
find out what they want to happen as a result
obtain the right information to assess the seriousness of a complaint

In doing this, people will feel more valued, they will have more confidence in our
organisation, and we will be able to manage their expectations, so that the outcome
is more likely to be to the satisfaction of everyone involved.
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9.5.

All Complaints will be acknowledged in 3 working days by the Complaints Manager.
This acknowledgement can be made either orally or in writing.
On receipt of a complaint the Complaints Manager will:
i) record and log the complaint on WBC complaints database
ii) record the complaint on our client electronic record system (Care Director). A
record will be made on the ‘Risk screen’ to notify staff that an ongoing complaint is
being managed.
iii) record date complaint acknowledged and how on WBC complaints database.
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Confirming Statement of Complaint and Action Plan
9.6.

At the time the Complaints Manager acknowledges the complaint they will offer to meet or
discuss with the complainant (at a mutually agreed time) to:





Systematically go through the reasons for the complaint to ensure there is clear
understanding as to the reason for complaint and desired outcome.
Agree a clear, appropriate plan of action, with realistic outcomes
Agree timescales for responding / investigating any complaint; including how you will
regularly update the person on any progress. Timescales for dealing with complaints
should be as short as realistically possible.
Provide the person making the complaint with relevant support and advice; this may
include access to independent advocacy.

If the complainant declines the offer of this discussion the Complaints Manager will:
 Determine a response timescale
 Write to the complainant advising them of the timescale
The complaints manager will write to the complainant to confirm issues to be considered
and agreed Action Plan (see Appendix 1) detailing how it is proposed to investigate the
complaint, for example, through meeting with staff involved, mediation, compromise,
internal or independent investigation.
It is acknowledged that the complainant may not always agree with the Action Plan and in
these instances the Complaints Manager should exercise discretion and the complainant
should be informed in writing of the decision.

Investigation of the complaint
9.7.

When a complaint is made the Local Authority must investigate it appropriately to make
certain that it is resolved in a timely and efficient manner ensuring that the complainant is
informed, as is reasonably practical, as to the process of the investigation.

9.8.

It is important to correctly assess the seriousness of a complaint; by gauging the impact of
the complaint on the people involved and the potential risks to the organisation enables the
right course of action to be taken. Refer to Appendix 2 - Assessing seriousness of
complaint
On receipt of a complaint; the Complaints Manager will make an assessment of the risk and
log on complaints database, including date of assessment. It is acknowledged that the
level of risk may change at any point during the investigation.

9.9.

The role of the investigator is to ascertain the facts relating to a complaint assess the
evidence and report their findings.
Refer to Appendix 3 for further guidance on investigating complaints
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RESPONDING
9.10.

A written response should be sent to the complainant within the agreed timeframe
including:






An explanation of how the complaint has been considered
The conclusions reached in relation to the complaint, including any matters for which
the complainant specifies, or the authority feels any remedial action is needed.
Confirmation of any action which has been taken or will be taken as a response to the
complaint.
An apology, if one is needed
An explanation of what will happen next

See Appendix 4 for sample response letter.
The complainant will be informed that they need to consider our response and respond
within 10 working days if they are not happy with the response provided.
The complainant will be advised that if they do not respond within 10 days the local
authority will close the complaint; the letter will provide Local Government and Social Care
Ombudsman details should they remain unhappy.
9.11.

All responses should be copied to the Service Director, Adult Social Care and Complaints
Manager.

9.12.

If the investigating Manager is a Team Manager or Assistant Team Manager then their
response should be approved by their Service Manager.

9.13.

If the complainant remains unhappy then the Complaints Manager and Investigating
Manager will offer to meet with the complainant to see what else can be done to resolve the
complaint. A timescale should be agreed for any further actions, and a written response
sent (as above) detailing outcomes of any further agreed actions.

9.14.

If there has been no response from the complainant after the 10 working days the
complaint is closed and logged to inform organisational learning.

9.15. If the response is unable to be provided within the agreed timeframe, it is important that the
complainant is kept informed regarding progress and that we are open as to the reasons for
our delay in response.
9.16.

If a complaint has still not been resolved by local investigation; OR is established as very
serious in that it raises serious safety issues for the complainant or general public OR is of
high complexity; an independent investigator/ mediator can be appointed by the Complaints
Manager.
The Service Director and Executive Director (People) will become involved as appropriate
to assist in mediating a complaint and reaching a satisfactory resolution.
The Complaints Manager will act to advise staff and managers on their approach to
handling (serious) complaints and the impact this may have on staff.
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10.

The Local Government and Social Care Ombudsman

10.1. If everything has been done to resolve the complaint and a person is still not
satisfied they can ask the Local Government and Social Care Ombudsman to
review the matter.
10.2.

Refer to Appendix 5 for contact details

10.3. The complainant has the right to take their complaint to the Local Government and
Social Care Ombudsman (LGSCO) at any time however, should the LGSCO feel
that the local authority has not had chance or adequate chance to investigate the
complaint or has not carried out a robust investigation they may return the
complaint to the authority.
10.4. The Ombudsman can investigate complaints about how the council has done
something. They cannot question what a council has done simply because
someone does not agree with it.
10.5. The Ombudsman may make his decision based on the written information only or
alternatively, he may decide to visit to investigate further. Whichever way he
chooses he will write to the Council’s Chief Executive with his findings and
conclusion. He will also publish his findings. If the Ombudsman believes there is a
case to answer, they will direct the organisation to put things right.
11.

Handling complaints involving more than one service

11.1.

Complaints about other organisations. If a complaint concerns another organisation
such as health, or independent provider services, the Council will forward the
complaint to the relevant organisation with the consent of the person who complains
or the person using the services as appropriate. Where possible co-operation
Social Care provider complaints.

11.2. When a complaint regards a commissioned service or a service covered by the
Care Standards Act the complainant will be directed to the commissioned service’s
complaints procedure and the care contracts team will be informed. The Complaints
Manager will obtain consent to details of the complaint being sent to the relevant
adult social care provider.
11.3. All provider complaints/concerns brought to the attention of West Berkshire staff are
logged on the Care Quality Deficit database by the commissioning team.
Information is sent to the provider and they are asked to respond. This information
is shared with the Complaints Manager to ensure awareness of ongoing provider
complaints.
11.4. If the complaint is in part the responsibility of West Berkshire Council, the
Complaints Manager will notify the complainant which part of the complaint will be
handled by the local authority,
11.5. The Complaints Manager will work with the relevant social care provider for the
purpose of ensuring the complainant receives a coordinated response.
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11.6. If the complainant is not satisfied with the response from the commissioned
services or has reasonable reasons for not taking the complaint to the
commissioned service the complaint may, at the Complaints Managers discretion,
been taken through the complaints process.
Care Quality Meetings
11.7. Within West Berkshire we have established monthly ‘Care Quality meetings’
11.8. Information about Complaints and Safeguarding, together with information from the
Care Quality Deficit database and Commissioning concerns are discussed. The
care quality co-ordinators use this information to check any new issues that have
arisen since their last visit, it also helps determine which providers needs checks
and support to satisfy ourselves that providers are not breaching their contractual
agreement and are delivering appropriate standards of care.
11.9. Occasionally a concern may be raised, but the seriousness of it either dictates we
log it as a formal complaint or it goes into the Safeguarding procedure. The
Complaints Manager and Safeguarding Manager will make a joint decision as to
which is the most appropriate route in accordance with legislation.
11.10. Complaints which involve Safeguarding Adults (Adult Protection) issues
11.11. There are sometimes occasions when a complaint may highlight a possible
safeguarding adults (adult protection) issue.
11.12. Such instances should be recorded as a complaint by the Complaints Manager, but
then referred to the Safeguarding Adults procedure. If the Safeguarding Adults
procedure is activated then this takes priority and action in relation to any complaint
would cease until the Safeguarding procedure is complete.
12.

Persistent and unreasonable complainants

12.1. On rare occasions, despite best efforts to resolve a complaint, the person making it
can become aggressive or unreasonable. It is important to know how to handle
circumstances such as these.
12.2. Adult Social Care will respond in line with West Berkshire Council’s corporate
‘Persistent and Prolific Complaints Handling Procedure’
13.

Improving – Learning from complaints
Finally, complaints provide a vital source of insights about people’s experiences of health
and social care services, and how those services can improve.
From April 2009, health & social care managers need to show how they use feedback to
improve care. By working in partnership with those who provide, support and use a service,
we can use people’s experiences to:



13.1.

Identify service problems and make improvements to the service we work in;
Improve staff learning and enhance professional development.

Resolution of complaints is important and helpful to both the complainant and the authority.
Information from complaints provides useful information to enable the authority to improve
services, better to meet the needs of service users.
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13.2. Complaints data will be used to support continuous learning within the authority.
13.3. The Complaints Manager will attend Community Services Management Team
meeting on a quarterly basis to report complaints received and support learning
from complaints between services.
13.4. The authority is required to produce an annual report which, amongst other things,
will indicate in a general manner lessons learned by the organisation as a result of
complaints it has received. The report will provide information about the following:







The number of complaints made to the authority
The number of complaints which were considered well-founded
The number of complaints that were considered by the Local Government and Social
Care Ombudsman
The subject matter of complaints
Any matters of general importance rising out of complaints or the way they were
handled
Any matters where action has been or will be taken to improve services as a result of
the complaint.

14.

Compliments

14.1.

Complaints are a valuable learning tool which provides an essential mechanism for shaping
services to meet the needs of our service users, and to assist senior managers with rolling
out the learning across the Directorate.

14.2. Our aim is to recognise and acknowledge good practice. Any compliments received should
be passed to the complaints manager, the information is recorded on a central database, it
also feeds into the complaints annual report and helps to give a balanced overview of
services
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Appendix 1 – Action Plan

Complaints - Action Plan
Complaint Logged by:
Relationship to Service User:
Date Received:
Investigating Manager:
Issue
No.

Background to Complaint

Issues

Desired Outcome
1
2

Investigation response due:

Alison Lewthwaite
Complaints & Public Liaison Manager
Adult Social Care
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Appendix 2 - Assessing seriousness of complaint
Step 1 – Decide how serious the issue is
Seriousness

Description

Low

Unsatisfactory service or experience not directly related to care. No impact or risk to provision of
care.
OR
Unsatisfactory service or experience related to care, usually a single resolvable issue. Minimal
impact and relative minimal risk to the provision of care or the service. No real risk of litigation.

Medium

Service or experience below reasonable expectations in several ways, but not causing lasting
problems. Has potential to impact on service provision. Some potential for litigation.

High

Significant issues regarding standards, quality of care and safeguarding of or denial of rights.
Complaints with clear quality assurance or risk management issues that may cause lasting
problems for the organisation, and so require investigation. Possibility of litigation and adverse
local publicity.
OR
Serious issues that may cause long-term damage, such as grossly substandard care,
professional misconduct or death. Will require immediate and in-depth investigation. May involve
serious safety issues. A high probability of litigation and strong possibility of adverse national
publicity.

Step 2 – Decide how likely the issue is to reoccur
Likelihood

Description

Rare
Unlikely

Isolated or ‘one off’ – slight or vague connection to service provision.
Rare – unusual but may have happened before.

Possible

Happens from time to time – not frequently or regularly.

Likely

Will probably occur several times a year.

Almost certain

Recurring and frequent, predictab

Step 3 Categorize the risk
Assess seriousness / Likelihood of recurrence
Rare
Low

Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Almost
certain

Low (Green)
Moderate
(Yellow)

Medium
High
(Brown)
High
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EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF INCIDENTS
Low

(simple, non-complex
issues)

Delayed or cancelled appointments. Event resulting in minor
harm (eg cut, strain).
Loss of property.
Lack of cleanliness.
Transport problems.
Single failure to meet care needs
Medical records missing.

Moderate

(several issues relating
to a short period of care)

Event resulting in moderate harm (eg fracture).
Delayed discharge.
Failure to meet care needs.
Miscommunication or misinformation.
Missed Calls
Staff attitude or communication.

High

Extreme

to a longer period of
care, often involving
more than one
organisation or
individual)
(multiple issues relating
to serious failures,
causing serious harm)

See moderate list.
Event resulting in serious harm (eg emergemncy admission to
hospital).
Events resulting in serious harm or death.
Gross professional misconduct.
Abuse or neglect.
Criminal offence (eg assault).

West Berkshire’s Response
Low / Green – Usually responded to by Team Manager or Assistant Team Manager
Moderate / Yellow – Usually responded to by Team Manager or Service Manager
High / Brown – Usually responded to by Service Manager
Extreme / Red – Service Director / Executive Director (People) informed of complaint to
seek immediate agreement on action / approach.
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Appendix 3 - Guidance for Investigating Manager investigating a complaint
Adapted from Listening, Responding, Improving
– A guide to Better Customer Care (Department of Health, Feb 2009)
When something has gone wrong, it is vital to establish the facts about what happened in a
systematic way. For some serious complaints, it may be necessary to ask an independent
investigator to look into the case. But most complaints will be investigated by someone from within
the organisation
Be clear about your role
The role of the investigator is to ascertain the facts relating to a complaint, assess the evidence
and report their findings. You may also be asked to make recommendations. As an investigator,
you should always aim to be impartial and examine the facts and evidence logically. It is essential
to remember that an investigator is neither an advocate for the complainant, nor a spokesperson
for the organisation.
In investigating a complaint it is vital to systematically establish pertinent facts. Whenever possible
the investigator should telephone or meet with the complainant as soon as feasible in order to:
 Help define the investigation by understanding the complainant’s perspective and
 establish clarity around the complaint.
 Provide opportunities for early resolution.

Be Clear about what you are investigating
It is important to be clear from the start about exactly what is being investigated. The following
questions can assist in establishing this:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

What should have been provided? What was expected?
What was provided? What actually happened?
Is there a difference between a) and b)?
If the answer to c) is yes, why?
If the answer to c) is no, why does the complainant think otherwise?
What was the impact of d)?
What should be done to put things right?
What should be done to avoid a reoccurrence?

The investigator needs to collect and examine evidence in a variety of ways, which may include:
- carrying out interviews with staff / users / providers
- Looking at written / electronic records and copies of documents
- Carrying out site visits
- Taking expert advice (for example, on clinical issues)

Once all the evidence has been gathered, it will need to be assessed in order to decide
what is fair and reasonable in the circumstances of each case. Where two sides of a story
seem to be at odds, the investigator will try to decide, on the basis of all the available
evidence, which version of events is more likely to have happened.
The response will include points as noted above.
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Can you reach Robust conclusions ?
A key question to ask yourself before beginning any investigation is whether you will be able to
reach any robust conclusions. For example, if a complaint is solely about something said in a
conversation, and there is no record of it or witnesses, reaching a robust conclusion is unlikely, and
another route, such as mediation, may be more appropriate. To help with this, it may be useful to
ask yourself some of the following questions:
- Is the complaint based on a reasonable assessment of what should have been provided by the
organisation?
- Will it be possible to establish relevant facts?
- Can an investigation and any subsequent actions achieve what the complainant wants?
- Could any immediate action be taken to resolve the complaint?

As the complaint progresses, it is important to update the original plan to give a more
complete record of how the case has been handled. During your investigation, should you
be aware of any new issues please speak to the Complaints Manager for a decision about
whether or not they need to be considered.
Updates could include:




details from your investigation (interviews, statements and facts)
details of mediation or advice from clinicians or the results of an independent
investigation
details of any policies, protocols or guidelines that have or have not been followed
properly

Writing your response letter – Refer to Appendix 4 for sample letter

The key to a satisfactory resolution is a comprehensive response to the complainant
responding to each issue raised in the action plan – Appendix 1.
The action plan will help you to focus on the key issues and highlight any problems early
on that may need to be addressed.
Things to consider when writing your response include:









the three key questions that define your investigation: What happened? What
should have happened? What are the differences between those two things?
the background information essential for understanding the complaint, whether this
needs to come from the complainant or the organisation. For example, the basis of
the action taken by the organisation (legal requirement, policy etc.)
the quality and completeness of the organisation’s response
any legal or jurisdictional parameters to the investigation that need to be managed.
For example: – linked cases, either by subject or party – precedents such as
decisions taken by regulators or Ombudsman on similar matters – legislation
applicable at the time of the incident – sources that evidence will need to be tested
against, such as a code of conduct, guidelines or accepted best practice – any preagreed timescales.
the final report
anything that could help your service learn and improve
the sign-off by the senior manager responsible for your complaints policy.

Note – Should it be agreed that a complaint will be subject to Independent investigation. The
Complaints Manager will issue a separate guidance note for staff
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Appendix 4 - Sample Letter – Response to a Complaint following investigation
Insert date …..

Private & Confidential

Adult Social Care
West Street House,
West Street , Newbury
Berkshire RG14 1BZ
Our Ref:
Your Ref:
Please ask for:
Direct Line:
Fax:
e-mail:

Dear
Re:

I am writing in response to your complaint dated (insert date).
I have investigated the issues as listed by Alison Lewthwaite – Complaints Manager in the
complaints action plan and will address them in the same numerical order.
(List individual issues/desired outcome from action plan, summary of investigation and
conclusion, if relevant law/policies/guidance are warranted please also refer to this as part
of your evidence)
Indicate learning if any after having addressed each issue within the complaint.
This concludes my response. I hope that you now feel that your complaint has been fully
and thoroughly investigated, (and that we will take any necessary action identified in this
response to you). I would be happy to meet with you to discuss your complaint, my
investigation and response, in more detail if that would be helpful. Please contact myself
or the Complaints Manager, Alison Lewthwaite; Mrs Lewthwaite may be contacted on
(01635 503391), or you can e-mail her at Alison.lewthwaite1@westberks.gov.uk ,
alternatively you may wish to put your request in writing at the above address.
We would welcome the opportunity to discuss your complaint and findings further but if we
do not hear from you within 10 working days we will consider that you were happy with our
response and the Local Authority investigation into your concerns will be closed.
If you remain unhappy, you have a right to take your Complaint to the Local Government
and Social Care Ombudsman. The Ombudsman for the West Berkshire area is:
Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman
P.O. Box 4771
Coventry
CV4 0EH
Tel: 0300 061 0614
Yours sincerely
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Letter to be signed by Investigating Manager
CC Paul Coe – Service Director
Alison Lewthwaite – Complaints Manager
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Appendix 5 - Contacting the Ombudsmen
The Ombudsman – your questions answered
How does someone contact the relevant Ombudsman?
If an issue is about an NHS service, the complainant can contact the Health Service
Ombudsman by:
visiting www.ombudsman.org.uk
calling the complaints helpline 0345 015 4033 (Mon–Fri 8:30am–5:30pm)
emailing phso.enquiries@ombudsman.org.uk
faxing 0300 061 4000
writing to:
The Parliamentary and Health Service
Ombudsman , Millbank Tower , Millbank , London SW1P 4QP

If an issue is about an adult social care service, the person complaining can contact the
Local Government and Social Care Ombudsman by:
visiting www.lgo.org.uk
calling the LGSCO 0300 061 0614 (Mon–Fri 8:30am–5:00pm)
writing to: The Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman
PO Box 4771 Coventry CV4 0EH

What factors does the Ombudsman look at?
The Health Service Ombudsman bases their decisions on Principles of Good Complaint
Handling, while the Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman has published guidance to
help you understand what they regard as good practice.
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